
Community Group and Family Discussion Guide  
“Repent or Perish”  (LUKE 12:57 - 13:9) 
Sun June 15 !
INTRODUCTION 
We live in a culture that likes to avoid the reality and the mention of death. Sometimes, 
though, events of suffering and death still bring us face to face with the frailty of life, and the 
reality of an afterlife. How should we respond? !
DISCUSSION, EXPLANATION, and APPLICATION 
• What are the consequences for failing to settle debts before facing the Judge? 
• What does Jesus teach about the nature of judgment? 
• What two events are in focus? (13:1, 4) 
• What do people think caused them? (13:2, 4) 
• Are they right, according to Jesus? (13:3, 5) !
Jesus doesn’t want us to ponder how or when we die, obsessing over details, but he does 
want us to realize we will die. Death is “God’s megaphone to a deaf world,” and reminds us 
that despite all of our technological and medical know-how, all is not well with the world. We 
die. 
• So, how should people respond to hearing about death? (13:3, 5) 
• How can Jesus’ words here help us respond to non-Christians next time there is a man-

caused tragedy or a natural disaster? !!
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Read the parable in 13:6-9. !
• Who is the owner of the tree and the vineyard? 
• Who is the tree? 
• What is the parable about, and how is it a warning to God’s people in Jesus’ day (the 

Jewish nation) and to God’s people today? 
• How is the parable a warning? 
• Have you accepted the certainty of death, and given your life to God and trusted him to 

bring you through it? 
• Do you (or will you) seek to warn others about judgment, and urge them to repent while 

there is still time, as Jesus does here? 
• Who should you pray for, related to this, right now? !!!

— How now shall you live? — 
!!!
FIGHTER VERSE to memorize and recite on SUNDAY June 22nd :: !
Psalm 139:17-18 –  

17  How precious to me are your thoughts, O God!  
How vast is the sum of them!  
18  If I would count them, they are more than the sand.  
I awake, and I am still with you. 
  
(English Standard Version)
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